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Abstract In this paper we investigate the capacity of sound & timing information dur-
ing typing of a password for the user identification and authentication task. The novelty
of this paper lies in the comparison of performance between improved timing-based and
audio-based keystroke dynamics analysis and the fusion for the keystroke authentication.
We collected data of 50 people typing the same given password 100 times, divided into 4
sessions of 25 typings and tested how well the system could recognize the correct typist.
Using fusion of timing (9.73%) and audio calibration scores (8.99%) described in the paper
we achieved 4.65% EER (Equal Error Rate) for the authentication task. The results show
the potential of using Audio Keystroke Dynamics information as a way to authenticate or
identify users during log-on.
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1 Introduction

Password systems are widespread and used everywhere on a daily basis. The main advantage
is the easy usage, but that is often offset by users selecting weak passwords and hence
rendering the system weak [13]. Analysis on a database of 32M leaked passwords [8] has
shown that many users select passwords that can be easily broken by a dictionary attack.
Biometric systems provide higher security, but generally at the cost of expensive sensors.
Keystroke Dynamics (KD) is a way to combine passwords and biometrics at no additional
cost, because the device necessary for this is already present at a common laptop or desktop
computer. Keystroke Dynamics does not look so much at what a user types but how a user
types [24]. So far, most used features in KD are timing related, as this information is the
easiest to collect [2, 23]. The Operating System (OS) of a computer can provide information
on when a key is pressed down (key-down time) and when it is released (key-up time).
In some research also key pressure [18, 22] has been considered for KD features. On a
computer this will, however, require a special keyboard, which means that the advantage of
no extra cost is lost.

Relatively little research has been done using the sound produced when typing on a
keyboard [7, 15, 20, 21]. In this paper we will investigate this area and see if we can identify
the user by the sound of typing his/her password. The novelty of this paper lies in the
fact that it will compare the performance of “classic” timing-based KD with the relatively
new audio-based KD. Our comparison is both with respect to authentication as well as
identification. In addition we will investigate the performance change when timing and
audio information is combined. Most laptop and desktop computers have a microphone and
camera already present, hence it will be relatively easy to collect audio information.

The contributions in this paper can be summed up as follows:

– Improvement of timing-based KD by outliers detection.
– Improvement of audio-based KD by audio scores calibration.
– Fusion of the timing-based and the calibrated audio-based KD.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will give an overview
of the research done in Keystroke Dynamics with the focus on using audio information.
We will also provide some additional ideas on how typing audio information can be used.
Section 3 will describe the setup of our experiment as well as describe the data that was
collected. Sections 4 and 5 will provide the description of how the analysis and fusion of
our data has been performed as well as the results of this analysis with comparisons. We
conclude this report with future research suggestions in Results discussion Section 6 and in
Conclusions Section 7.

2 State of art

Keystroke Dynamics is a behavioral biometric modality that is used to authenticate or iden-
tify individuals based on their typing rhythm [2]. The major advantage of KD as a biometric
is that it can be software based and no extra hardware is required. Most KD systems use
key-up and key-down timing information from which the duration and latency features can
be derived. Duration is a single key feature and represents how long a key has been kept
down, i.e. the elapsed time between key-down and key-up of that particular key. Latency
is a feature of 2 consecutive keys and represents the time during which the keyboard
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has not been used, i.e. the time between key-up of the first key and key-down of
the second key. Alternative definitions of latency exist but this is not relevant for this
paper. Note that latency can also be negative if the second key is pressed before the
first is released. A comparative study of statistical and machine-learning approaches
has been conducted on a common database to see which analysis technique performs
best [10]. On a database of 51 persons and 400 samples per person, the best perform-
ing analysis method was the Scaled Manhattan Distance, with a 9.6% Equal Error Rate
(EER).

In some research [18] it has been shown that including key pressure will lead to better
performance results. This, however, requires specialized hardware to measure this kind of
information. If KD is performed on a tablet with a touch screen, then such information is
available. In our research we will not focus on pressure or touch screens. We will exhibit
the fact that the sound of typing is different for different persons. Some people gently press
each key separately, while others might type fast and hit keys hard. It has been noted before
that the sound of typing differs per person, and, per key typed. This information can be used
to recognize either the person that is typing, or what this person is typing. Early research
was mostly focused on retrieving the text from the keystroke audio [1, 11, 12]. Interestingly,
it is not just the sound that can be recorded, but also, due to the typing on the keyboard,
the vibration of a laptop screen [3] can be captured by a laser microphone and used to
reconstruct the typed text. An assumption that is often made is that the user types English
text and no typing corrections are considered.

Little research has been done in using the typing audio for authentication or identifi-
cation of people. To the best of our knowledge, this was first investigated in [7], where
the authors combined keystroke timing information with typing sound information. In
their investigation they experimented participants needing to type the password “kirakira”.
Audio data was collected through a separate microphone placed at the base of the lap-
top keyboard. Ten users provided 10 typing samples each, and of these samples, 5 were
used to train a Self Organizing Map (SOM), while the other 5 were used for testing.
They evaluated the performance of the system in an authentication setting. In a follow-
up publication [15] they used Supervised Pareto SOM to improve their results. The main
difference between the research in [7, 15] and our research is threefold. First of all, we
use a different analysis technique on the audio data, furthermore we compare perfor-
mance between timing KD and audio KD and finally our dataset is much larger (50 versus
10 users and 100 versus 10 samples per user). The overlap lies in the fact that they,
just as we, have used a fixed password, i.e. we considered static authentication in both
cases [5].

In [21] the authors extended their initial work [20] on keystroke sound. They did not
investigate the possibility for static authentication, but concentrated on continuous authen-
tication [4] to see how the sound of typing could be used. They collected audio data of
50 persons, typing either a fixed text (i.e. the first paragraph of ”A Tale of Two Cities” by
Charles Dickens, containing 613 characters, shown on screen) or a free text (i.e. they were
tasked to type a half page email to family without further instructions on the content). Audio
data was collected using the microphone of an inexpensive webcam mounted at the top of
the laptop screen, where the microphone was directed towards the keyboard. The authors
achieved an EER of approximately 11% in their experiments. They also briefly looked at an
identification task where they reached a rank-1 accuracy of approximately 75%. The main
differences between ours and the research from Roth et al. is that they focused on long
texts, i.e. on continuous authentication, while our focus is on short passwords, i.e. static
authentication.
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3 Data collection

Because there does not exist any publicly available dataset for the desired research, we had
to collect new data. The setup for our data collection is similar to what was done in the
works of Dozono et al. [7], Nakakuni et al. [15] and Roth et al. [20, 21]. The difference with
Dozono & Nakakuni [7, 15] is the size of the collected database and with Roth [20, 21] it is
the amount of data per sample. The keyword used as passphrase could be retrained for the
real password used by the user. The word “password” or “kirakira” (in other databases [7])
is used mainly for proof of concept.

We focus on the password scenario where all users type the same password. So the cho-
sen word was “password” and the participants in the experiment were not allowed to see
what they typed. This was enforced by moving the screen away from the participants. Only
the experiment supervisor could see what a participant typed. We are well aware that “pass-
word” is weak as a password, but we have deliberately chosen a password that is easy for
everybody to type to avoid major changes in typing behaviour of the participants because
they had to learn a completely random complicated password.

Each of the 50 participants (10 female, 40 male, average age 26, mainly staff and stu-
dents of Gjøvik University College - currently the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology) had to type the password 100 times, divided into 4 session of 25 times. The
experiment supervisor checked how many correct typings of the password occurred in each
session and stopped the participants when the target was reached. Between sessions the
participants could relax for a few minutes before they continued to the next session.

The experiment took place in a semi-controlled environment, where there was limited
background noise, but noise from neighboring rooms could not be controlled, only recorded.
Generally the noise level from adjacent rooms was very low during the experiment. Of
course the hardware and environment sounds play important role for audio-based KD analy-
sis but for authentication task the calibration and training is needed anyway, so all keyboards
& environments used during the training should be reliable for this purpose.

One major difference between our research and other related research is that we have
used a desktop keyboard instead of a laptop keyboard. Figure 1 shows the setup that was
used in the experiment. We used a simple webcam microphone (Logitech model QuickCam

Fig. 1 Experiment setup used to
collect the audio data
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Pro 9000) to collect the typing sound of the desktop keyboard (DELL model SK-8135).
The webcam and keyboard were placed in the area marked by tape, indicating also the
location of the microphone on the webcam. The microphone was placed near the middle of
the keyboard at a distance of approximately 10 cm. Minor moves of the equipment could be
observed, but no large movements were possible.

The circumstances per session were constant, so there were no session-dependent cir-
cumstances. Specifically, we controlled the level of external noise, which is not controlled
in a real-life scenario, but this will be part of the future work. Additionally such a setup
would imply that the keyboard is not standard and users would be using their own personal
keyboard with specific characteristics as far as producing noise while typing is concerned.

Besides the audio data collected, we also recorded the timing information from the typing
data. This data would be used to calculate the performance of static timing-based KD to see
the difference when compared to the performance using the audio typing data.

The password was “password” and coded as k1, k2, ..., k8, e.g k5 = ‘w’ and k3 = k4 =
‘s’. The data for each key m (m = 1..8) of the “p a s s w o r d” from user i (i = 1..50)
collected in typing j (j = 1..25) of session l (l = 1..4) was:

1. The key-down time: tdown
i,j,l,m;

2. The key-up time: t
up
i,j,l,m;

3. The audio file Si,j,l for the full typing of the password.

From the key-down and key-up timings duration and latency can be calculated:

1. duri,j,l,m = t
up
i,j,l,m − tdown

i,j,l,m for m = 1..8; and

2. lati,j,l,m = tdown
i,j,l,m+1 − t

up
i,j,l,m for m = 1..7.

Durations and latencies (see examples in Table 1 and the “p” key duration histogram in
Fig. 2) are used to measure the performance of the timing-based KD system which will be
used to compare against the performance of the audio-based KD system.

A graphical representation of one audio file is given in Fig. 3. We can clearly distinguish
the sound produced by each pressing down and releasing of a key. This particular user had
relatively high latencies (distance between key release of one key and key down of the
next key), except between the two s’es. Various other users typed faster, resulting in some
negative latencies, meaning that the sound of key down of the next key was recorded before
the sound of the key up of the current key.

Table 1 Example of Duration
and Latencies for 2 users of the
database

Duration
[key]

User1 User2 Latency
[keys]

User1 User2

(p) 78 ms 157 ms (p,a) 93 ms 62 ms

(a) 63 ms 156 ms (a,s) 141 ms 172 ms

(s) 46 ms 141 ms (s,s) 79 ms 203 ms

(s) 46 ms 156 ms (s,w) 125 ms 344 ms

(w) 63 ms 141 ms (w,o) 109 ms 187 ms

(o) 78 ms 110 ms (o,r) 79 ms 375 ms

(r) 62 ms 93 ms (r,d) 109 ms 203 ms

(d) 63 ms 110 ms − − −
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Fig. 2 Histogram of key “p” duration for the word “password”

The database is currently in preparation for release in a competition at a biometric con-
ference. The database needs to fulfill Norwegian policies and any personal information
related to the participants will be carefully removed. The Competition should benchmark
state-of-the art algorithms on the data captured and will serve for public evaluation of the
audio and timing keystroke dynamics analysis.

4 Data analysis

This section is split into two parts. In the first part we will focus on the baseline analysis
based on the timing information, while the second part focuses on performance on audio
related information.

Fig. 3 Example WAV file for typing “password”
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4.1 Timing based analysis

We used the collected timing information to calculate the duration and latency features for
all 100 typings of each of the 50 participants. We used 1 session for template creation and
3 sessions for testing, and used cross-validation to assure that all 4 sessions are used for
template creation. Alternatively we used 3 sessions for template creation and 1 for testing
in a similar setup [5]. We evaluated the performance of the system both for authentication
and for identification. The template of a user consisted of the mean and standard deviation
for each of the 8 durations and 7 latencies [2].

The distance metric used was the Scaled Manhattan Distance (SMD) as this is the
best performing distance metric according to [10]. If a template is denoted by T =
((μ1, σ1), (μ2, σ2), . . . , (μ15, σ15)) and the test input is denoted by t = (t1, t2, . . . , t15),
then the Scaled Manhattan Distance is equal to:

d(T , t) =
15∑

i=0

|μi − ti |
σi

.

When creating the template we removed outliers, by ignoring data samples that were more
than 2 standard deviations away from the mean.

4.2 Audio based analysis

Similarly as in the previous section the acoustic data were split into a training and a testing
set. To capture the nature of the acoustic signal, the MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coef-
ficients) features were applied [9]. Figure 4 shows the MFCC features for a single typing
of a user (i.e. single recorded audio file). These features were extracted from 25ms Ham-
ming windows with a 10ms frame shift. The Mel-filter bank was created by 26 filters and
the final number of cepstral coefficients was set to 12. We also used log energy, and first
and second time derivatives of the 12 static coefficients as features. One signal frame was
finally described by a 39 dimensional MFCC feature vector (MFCCEDA).

The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based approach was employed for the classifica-
tion. Each user was modeled by ergodic HMMs from 1 to 7 states (see 2 state example in
Fig. 5) and from 1 to 1024 Gaussian Mixtures in each PDF (Probability Density Function).
Each model was first initialized using initial means &variances values and re-estimation
using Viterbi algorithm reassigning of the observation vectors to HMM states. Then the
Baum-Welch re-estimation procedure was iteratively applied until the estimates change was
smaller than 0.0001. The number of mixtures was then duplicated and the Baum-Welch pro-
cedure repeated. All user models were created and evaluated in off-line tests (using the HTK

Fig. 4 Example of 13 static MFCC features for one user
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Fig. 5 Example of transition
matrix of 2 state ergodic HMM
model with additional enter and
exit state

toolkit [25]), but generally 5, 6 and 7 states achieved worse results compared to HMMs with
a lower number of states, therefore these results are not presented here. It is mainly because
of lack of the data for successful training of these models. In the authentication task we
identified the problem of inconsistent output probability between the testing utterances so
we used a number of frames and log energy for normalization of the recognition score (log
probability of the particular model) and calibration approach later on. No adaptation of the
model was realized because of the considered application scenario. The planned application
should have all the models prepared for scoring after each password capture, so the models
of all users are trained using the training utterances from the initialization phase. The pos-
sible universal model adaptation for decreasing the number of necessary training utterances
will be evaluated in the future work.

5 Results

In this section, results of the identification and authentication analysis with timing-based as
well as audio-based features, results of analysis with fused features and the comparison of
obtained results will be presented. These are different analysis methods and the performance
reporting should not be mixed. A good performance for identification will not automatically
indicate a good performance for authentication or vice versa. We choose the Accuracy for
Identification and Equal Error Rate (EER) for authentication tasks.

As in the previous section, subsections will provide separate results of the identification
task and authentication task for audio and timing information analysis. Next, the comparison
of the results and fusion of timing and audio results for authentication task will be provided.

The 4-fold cross-validation was realized for all test using always 4 combinations of train-
ing and testing recording sets, which means all recordings were used in one of the setups
as training and as testing in another one. The average of these 4 tests is the cross-validated
result.

5.1 Identification task

5.1.1 Timing based results

When evaluating the identification task, with the same template and distance metric as in the
authentication task, we obtained a rank-1 accuracy of 56.7% when using 1 session for train-
ing and 64.6% when using 3 sessions for training. Full Cumulative Matching Characteristic
Curve (CMC) for the latter case is given in Fig. 6. The CMC curve describes the Rank-N
vs Accuracy plot, which means that the tested user was successfully identified among the N
top scores.
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Fig. 6 Cumulative Matching Characteristic Curve for 3 training sessions and 1 test session of the timing
identification analysis (Rank-N vs Accuracy)

We clearly see that the identification accuracy is not very high and only increases slightly
when using three sessions for training and the remaining session for testing.

5.1.2 Audio based results

When using the audio based information in an identification setting, we noticed that the
results were much better compared to timing analysis. The accuracy highly depended on
the number of Gaussian Mixtures (GM) in PDFs and the number of HMMs used. Table 3
gives a partial overview of the accuracies obtained for various values of PDFs, GMs used
and various HMM states. The Table 2 shows the results when using 3 sets for training and
1 for testing. It can be seen that the best result is obtained for 3 HMM states in combination
with 128 GM in a PDF, but other settings give results that are almost as high.

We have also done another similar test, but this time using only a single session for
training the system, were the other 3 sessions are used for testing. In this case the results
are significantly lower, as can be seen in Table 3. We also noted, when comparing the two
tables, that the range of accuracy values is much broader when using only 1 session for
training which is mainly because of the lack of the training data amount. We want to explore
this phenomenon in the future work where we’ll have larger amount of data and use the
universal model adaptation for decreasing the amount of data needed to train the user model.

Table 2 Accuracy of audio
analysis cross-validated
identification results when using
3 sessions for training and 1 for
testing

PDF type \ #
HMM states

1 2 3 4 5

64 94.6% 95.7% 96.8% 94.9% 92.7%

128 96.0% 96.8% 97.3% 96.6% 94.4%

256 96.9% 97.0% 96.7% 96.2% 94.4%

512 97.2% 95.6% 92.8% 92.2% 90.0%

1024 96.1% 83.4% 71.5% 62.0% 70.8%
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Table 3 Accuracy of audio
analysis cross-validated
identification results when using
1 session for training and 3 for
testing

PDF type \ #
HMM states

1 2 3 4 5

64 88.3% 89.6% 90.0% 86.5% 81.7%

128 90.6% 88.5% 86.2% 82.9% 77.1%

256 90.0% 76.7% 65.4% 59.1% 58.1%

512 83.5% 39.1% 26.0% 25.1% 29.2%

In Table 4 you can see the cross-validated results of the best audio models for each
scenario. It is interesting that the randomly selected recordings bring the best results.
This means the typing behavior slightly changed between the sessions. For example, we
discovered that when using only one session for training the system achieved 90.62% (cross-
validated) and within this scenario the best result was 92.91% with the second session used
for training, and the worst was 88.93% with the fourth session in training. It means that the
first session when the user experienced the typing of the password for the first time was not
the worst but not the best either. Nevertheless, in real-life application, the user chooses a
password which is familiar to him, and therefore it should be easier to type. The problem of
poor results with last session in training should not affect a real-life application because the
users usually do not lose their typing habits over time.

5.2 Authentication task

5.2.1 Timing based results

The obtained Equal Error Rate (EER) when using 1 session for training and 3 for testing
was equal to 14.4%, which dropped to 11.7% when 3 sessions were used for training and 1
for testing. The EER for authentication is at an acceptable level, more so given the fact that
it is a short password (only 8 characters, i.e. 15 features) and that it is a common English
word that most likely is easy to type for all participants.

5.2.2 Audio based results using calibration

We first evaluated the audio information for authentication purposes. However, when using
a single session for training and the remaining three sessions for testing, we found that the
EER was as high as 21.1%. Even using 3 sessions for training and the last session for testing
did not improve the results significantly, as the EER decreased only to 19.1%. These results
are obviously too poor for practical purposes, and more importantly they are worse than the
results we obtained based on the timing analysis.

Comparing to identification results, one can clearly identify the problem of output prob-
ability inconsistency between the testing utterances. For identification task we used the

Table 4 Comparing
cross-validated audio analysis
identification accuracy results
when using the best acoustic
models

# of test sessions Best model Accuracy

3 (1 training sess.) 1-state 128-PDF 90.62%

2 (2 training sess.) 1-state 256-PDF 95.64%

1 (3 training sess.) 3-state 128-PDF 97.30%

25 random recordings 1-state 256-PDF 99.33%
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Table 5 Comparing cross-
validated rank-1 identification
accuracy results when using the
best acoustic models and general
timing analysis models

# of test
sessions

Timing analysis
Accuracy

Audio analysis Accuracy
(Model)

1 64.6% 97.30% (3-state 128-PDF)

3 56.7% 90.62% (1-state 128-PDF)

probabilities of every user model enrolled in the system for computing the current utterance
probability. Then the probabilities were normalized by the number of frames and energy of
the test recording (supported by HTK Tools) for authentication task. As they were still in
different range for every recording, no meaningful threshold could be used for authentica-
tion task, so we decided to use the first user as a benchmark. It means that the first user could
be used in a real system to calibrate the setup (environment sound), and then this calibration
model could be used for normalization of the gathered tested user model probability. The
main idea is that using the two results from two models on the same recording will bring us
a benchmark information about levels of the scores on that particular recording.

We tried computing the distance between the calibration and genuine model probability
and then the distances of the genuine (1 for every test recording) and the impostor (48 for
every test recording) models were used to compute the final EER using the formula below.

Logprobcalibrated = Logprobactual

Logprobcalibration user

× 50

The authentication results were varying between 9.4% and 14.8% EER. The best cross-
validated result of 11.6% was achieved for 512 PDF with only 1 state HMM model and 3
training (enrolling) sessions. The worst (21%) for 3 training sessions was achieved with 3
state 1024 PDF HMM model. For the more realistic scenario of only 1 training session the
best cross-validated result of 16.6% EER was achieved using 3 states 64 PDF HMM.

5.3 Comparison of timing and audio analysis

In this section we will make a comparison between the performance results based on timing
information and the audio information (Tables 5 and 6).

What we can clearly observe is that audio-based and timing-based KD both perform dif-
ferently. Most notably, timing-based KD performs significantly better in an authentication
task (see Table 6), while in an identification task the performance of audio-based KD is
much better (see Table 5). Given the high performance of audio KD in case of identification,
we assume that we should be able to gain better performance in authentication as well. The
main hurdle at this moment is that the distance scores need to be normalized.

Table 6 Comparing
cross-validated EER
authentication results when using
general Timing & Audio analysis
models with the calibrated results
of the best acoustic models

# of test
sessions

Timing EER Audio EER Best calibrated
audio EER

1 11.7% 19.1% 11.6%

3 14.4% 21.1% 16.6%
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Table 7 EER authentication
results when using best acoustic
models and fusing them with
relevant timing models (same
train/test sessions) using simple
linear approach and Bosaris
toolkit

# of test Timing analysis Calibrated Linear Fused Bosaris toolkit

sessions system EER audio EER system EER fused EER

1 9.91% 8.99% 4.65% 4.71%

3 12.08% 14.34% 7.54% 7.30%

5.4 Fusion of the timing and audio analysis results for authentication task

First of all, we chose the best models from audio authentication setup for 1 and 3 training
sessions. The chosen models were used for fusion of the calibrated results with timing-
based analysis distances. The fusion was done using simple multiplication of distances after
putting them in the same ratio from 0 to 200. It was necessary to suppress the results of the
first user which was used for audio probability calibration described above (also for Timing
analysis). So the results are for 49 user authentications without cross-validation.

We used Bosaris1 toolkit [6] with widely used fusion approach for speaker identifica-
tion/authentication [16] or Query by Example Search on Speech [19] for results comparison.
We used a half of the testing set as development subset for fusion function training and
applied it to the rest of the testing set - evaluation subset. After that we swapped the subsets
and the average EER is presented in the Table 7.

For the fusion of 1 test session we chose a scenario where session 3 was used for testing
and 1, 2 and 4 for training of the 1 state 512 Gaussian mixtures HMM model. For 3 test
session scenario we chose the session 2 for training and sessions 1, 3 and 4 for testing of
the 3 state 64 Gaussian mixtures model. The results of the original timing and calibrated
audio distances compared with fused ones are depicted in the Table 7 and compared using
Detection Error Trade-off (DET) Curve in Fig. 7. The Bosaris toolkit results as DET curves
are presented in Fig. 8a and b. It is clear from the data that the fusion of the timing and
calibrated audio systems provides significantly better results then each of them alone.

6 Results discussion

The fusion of the timing and calibrated audio analysis results for authentication task leads
to 4.65% EER (timing 9.91%, audio 8.99%) for 3 training sessions and 7.30% EER (timing
12.08%, audio 14.34%) for 1 training session (25 utterances) using half of the testing data as
development subset using Bosaris toolkit. Both are approximately one half of the separate
timing and audio analysis EER.

For identification task, the best result achieved by audio analysis with one state 256 PDF
model trained on 75% randomly selected recordings was 99.33%, which became 97.03%
after cross-validation (where entire sessions were test sets). When using two sessions for
training the accuracy decreased to 95.64% after cross-validation. With only one session for
training the system achieved 90.62% (cross-validated) and in this case the single best result
was 92.91% for the second session used for training, and the worst was 88.93% for the
fourth session in training.

1http://sites.google.com/site/bosaristoolkit

http://sites.google.com/site/bosaristoolkit
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Fig. 7 Authentication Results Detection Error Trade-off (DET) Curve for 3 training sessions using Audio
analysis with no calibration (AudioNoCab), using only Timing analysis (Timing), Calibrated audio results
(AudioCab), Fused calibrated audio & timing results (Fused), and lastly the same for only 1 training session
and 3 testing sessions (Fused 1 Train Sess.)

From the above analysis we see that acoustic information obtained from typing a pass-
word does not provide high quality data for authentication purposes without calibration -
which means one user must calibrate the keyboard before the authenticated user. When

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 Bosaris Toolkit fusion algorithm Authentication Results Detection Error Trade-off (DET) Curve for
(a) 3 training sessions and (b) 1 training session
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using the timing information obtained at the same time, the performance is higher (11.7%
compared to 19.1% Equal Error Rate). For calibrated audio data analysis the results of tim-
ing and audio analysis are comparable. It is interesting that, for identification purposes, this
conclusion is reverse, as the rank-1 accuracy based on the timing data is only 64.6% while
it is 97.3% for audio based data.

It should be taken into consideration that no timing features were taken into account for
audio identification analysis model in this phase and the best results are for 1 state HMM
model for 8 character password. We can say the color of the sound (fingers touching the
keys) play the most important role for audio analysis. Of course in the future we plan to add
also timing data into the feature vectors or train 8 - 16 state HMM (close to the number of
clicks in the recording), but that will require more data or training of combined (timing &
audio) HMM models, which is not a trivial task.

In this paper we have used a restricted setting, where a fixed keyboard and microphone
were used and background noise was reduced as much as possible. This setting is in line
with similar research on acoustic keystroke dynamics. Any variation of such setting is worth
investigating, as well as an extension to a continuously processing setting, where audio
produced while typing on a keyboard can be used to confirm that no change of the user has
occurred.

Different keyboards have been tested with regard to timing information and it has been
shown that change of hardware does not have a major impact on the performance. As far as
the audio information is concerned, there would be a major influence, but this has not yet
been tested and shall be part of future research. Future research will also include introducing
background noise while typing and combination with mouse dynamics [14].

7 Conclusions

We have conducted the experiment to investigate whether timing-based KD analysis or
acoustic-based KD analysis of typing a password would give a better performance, both for
authentication and for identification task. Next, we made a fusion of the timing and audio
analysis for authentication setup and achieved a significant improvement of the Equal Error
Rate (EER). In the proposed solution there is no extra effort expected from a user, all data
is collected in one action while the performance is clearly better.

The best cross-validated identification accuracy of 97.03% and authentication EER of
calibrated models of 11.6% was achieved using audio-only analysis.

The fusion of the timing and calibrated audio analysis results for authentication task
leads to 4.65% EER with 3 training sessions and 7.54% EER with 1 training session (25
utterances).

Other fusion techniques [17] and feature analysis could lead to better results in our future
work and to a reliable authentication application. We plan to evaluate the fusion of timing
features and MFCC features and use only HMM models for testing. Another approach is
investigating different score fusion techniques and normalizations/calibrations together with
adaptive audio modeling and testing environment, and keyboard adaptation to increase the
robustness of the audio analysis.

In the future we want to test the system on bigger databases or capture new recordings
with different setups to prove the methodology in more real conditions. For example, to have
a special audio setup for every end-user (plus one for calibration - the technician performing
laptop installation) for the scenario where the user wants to be authenticated on his own
laptop (using internal microphone and built in keyboard).
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